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Filter invites in your community. For example: discord.gg/, discordapp.com/invite, etc.

Setup
Command

Description

!filter invite

Enable/Disable the invite filter.

!whitelist add invitelink

Allows that invite to be posted.

!whitelist rem invitelink

No longer allows that invite.

!whitelist list

Displays allowed links.

!filter ignore invite #OptionalChannel

Ignores invites in the channel again.

!filter recog invite #OptionalChannel

Filters invites in the channel again.

!filter ignore invert invite #OptionalChannel

Ignores invites in all channels except for the current or
mentioned channel.

URL Filter
Filter all HTTP and HTTPS links in your server.

Setup
Command

Description

!filter URL

Enable/Disable the URL filter.

!whitelist add link

Allows that link to be posted.

!whitelist rem link

No longer allows that link.

!whitelist list

Displays allowed links.

!filter ignore URL #OptionalChannel

Ignores URL's filter in the channel again.

!filter recog URL #OptionalChannel

Filters URL's in the channel again.

!filter ignore invert URL #OptionalChannel

Ignores URL's in all channels except for the current or mentioned
channel.

Channel Types
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Types
Type

Description

image

Only allow image attachments.

url

Allows URL's as well but no accompanying text.

text

Allows text only if accompanied by a URL or attachment.

Setup
Command

Description

!ct #OptionalChannel type

Sets the channel type for that channel.

!ct #OptionalChannel type off

Removes the channel type for that channel.

BlockTag
Block user or role tags in chat so that the message is automatically deleted. You can either define a custom
message or let the bot default one for you.
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Setup
!blocktag ID optional message
!blocktag 104425482757357568 This user is AFK!
!blocktag @Tommyfoxy2#0001 This user is AFK!
!blocktag @Staff Do not ping staff unless needed!
!unblocktag ID
!unblocktag 104425482757357568
!unblocktag @Tommyfoxy2#0001
!unblocktag @Staff
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Blocks the given tag or role from being mentioned.

